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ABSTRACT 
For some applications we are interested in root clustering criteria with respect to 
the intersection of regions. The left branch of a hyperbola, for instance, is the 
intersection of the hyperbola and the left half plane. We elaborate on the structure of 
transformable regions and discuss their intersection in detail. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider an algebraic region No in the complex plane: 
Nf= (x+jy):f(r,y)=Cfi/$yk<O ) 
i,k > 
j=J-i, (1) 
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or in complex representation 
K,={hEC:c#&i,A)<0}, (2) 
where 
and CD is Hermitian. The basic issue in root clustering theory [l] is the 
following: Given a matrix A E C” xn or a polynomial A E C[h], find a 
criterion for the inclusion of the spectrum u in N,: 
a(A)cK+ or ~(A)cK+. (4) 
Here, a criterion means a single set of ineqalities. In the root clustering 
literature [I-4], we find three main families of regions with root clustering 
criteria, known as transformable regions. 
A. P, R, and IR Transformability 
DEFINITION 1. C#J is P-transformable if V~J, p E K,, Re 4(a, p) < 0. 
DEFINITION 2. C#J is R-transformable if there exists t(cy,fi) Hermitian 
such that ,$(A, h) > 0 VA E C, and Va, p E K,, 
(i) e((~, /3> # 0 and 
(ii> Re[+(a,p>/5(cu, 6>1< 0. 
For the definition of IR-transformability, consult [l--2]. 
B. M-Transformability 
DEFINITION 3. 4 is M-transformable if Vdai E K,, I$((Y~, Z,> # 0, and the 
matrix [- ~-l(~i,sSk)]~k=l is p.s.d. for all 71. 
Since 4 generates N,, in what follows we will say that K+ is trans- 
formable if 4 is so. 
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C. Direct Transformability 
DEFINITION 4. Let Jr(*) be a rational function, and Sz any transformable 
region. Then K = C\h(C\n> is transformable. 
While in Definitions 1, 2, 4, transformability is a property of K, in 
Definition 3 transformability depends on both K and n. In order to have a 
definition based on K only, we add (in Definition 3) the phrase for all n. 
Clearly, this is very difficult to check. We know [S-7] that if H satisfies 
r-(Q) - s(Q) = 2 (where r = rank, s = signature), it is M-transformable. This 
can be extended [l, 81 to include a wider family, including intersection of 
regions. As mentioned in [l, 81, these families are not only M-transformable, 
but also R-transformable. Note that while Definitions l-3 use +(cu,p), 
Definition 4 is completely different. Yet, Definition 4 contains an attractive 
feature. For a given rational function h(e) one can choose a simple 0 (like 
C_ ) and construct K. Then one can use K as s1 and regenerate a trans- 
formable region, etc. 
In this paper we generate, iteratively, families of M and R transformable 
regions. In this way all the previous M-transformable regions are obtained as 
special cases. Furthermore, we discuss the intersection of regions and 
demonstrate the results by means of examples. 
2. REVIEW OF ROOT CLUSTERING CRITERIA [1] 
In this section we recall some known root clustering criteria. Let 
Coefq(T) be all the coefficients in the polynomial q(n). Let Res stand for 
the resultant of two polynomials. 
THEOREM 1. Let K, be R-transformable and A(A) = Cr,Oaihi, a,, > 0. 
Then a(A) c N, if and only if Coef q(n) > 0, where 
and 
dq;A) = Res[@s),t(A,s)q - 4(A,s)]. 
THEOREM 2. Let K+ be R-transformable, and consider A E C” x “. Then 
a(A) c N, if and only if Coef ( [(A@A)n - 4(A@x) ( > 0. 
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THEOREM 3. Let X, be M-transformable and A(A) = X~S-oaihi, a,, > 0. 
Construct {q,,$ uia q(v) = Red A(h), Res(E(s), 77 - &i, s))l. Construct the 
matrix C =[cktnl by 
where m=d means “A, s module A(. 1, KC. 1,” respectively. 
Then a(A) c No if and only if q,C is p.d. 
THEOREM 4. Let K~ be M-transformable, and consider A E C” xn. Then 
a(A)c Et, tf and only if, given any Q = Q* > 0, the (unique) solution 
P = P* of C+ikAiPA*k = - Q is p.d. 
THEOREM 5. Let K, = C\h(C\R) with h(s) = +(s>/~(s> minimal, 
and let R have a known root clustering criterion. Let A(z) = C~,oa,zi. Then 
v(A) c M, if and only if 
= i$Oa&i( s)4n-i( s) satisfies a( iI) c Q. 
3. M-TRANSFORMABILITY-AN ITERATIVE APPROACH 
The following result generates iteratively M-transformable regions. 
THEOREM 6. Let ~(cY, p> be M-transformable, and consider 
(5) 
(i) ak(u, p) are Hermitian with r-CA,)- s(A,) = 0, k = O,l,. , . , m - 1, 
(ii) a?,,(a, /3) is M-transformable, and 
(iii) Kg C K4, 
then +,(a, p) is M-transformable. 
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Proof From (iii), Ai E N+ =j_hi E N+. Since c$((Y,~) is M-transform- 
able, we have 4(Ai, Xi) < 0, +(Ai, Aj> + 0, and [ - 4-‘(hi, xj)Iyj=l> 0. We 
also have a,(A, h) 2 0, k = 0, 1,. . . , m - 1, and 
,n - 
$(A,\) =a,,(A,A)[ -$(A,h)]“‘+ c - $(A&]‘. (6) 
k=O 
Thus, since A E K+ means +,(A, x> < 0, we find a,,,(h, x) < 0. 
Now we can form 
where 
tn - 1 
M(Ai,‘j)= kFoak(AiT’j) a,,, A A ( l,-i, ( q$(hj,~j))“l*’ (‘I 
From the structure of a,(*>, and using the Schur (term by term) product, we 
find that 
But from (7) 
with - $(A,%) > 0, - a,,,(A,A) > 0, - (b(A,A) > 0. Thus M(Ai,hi) < 1. 
Using Lemma 2 of [8], 1 - Mik f 0, and [l/(1 - Mik)]tk= 1 is p.s.d. Next, 
from (71, 
[ -+(ii,Xj)]=[ -a,,,tAi,Xj,].[( -C(:,xjJ)“‘].[&]’ (‘) 
where “ - ” is the Schur product. Finally, since the three matrices in the right 
hand side of (9) are p.s.d., it follows that [ - +-‘(A,,A,)] is p.s.d., and +(a, p) 
is M-transformable. n 
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COROLLARY. Let ~(cY,P> be M-transformable, and a,(cx,/?) be Hemi- 
tian polynomials with r(A,)-- s(A,) = 0 (that is, each a,(a,P) has the form 
a(a, PI = Cibi(a)&i(PN. Then 
is M-transformable. 
Proof. The representation of ak(cx, p> implies a,(h, A) > 0 VA E C. Thus, 
A E K, * $(A, h> < 0 * lg(A>1’4(A, h)2’n+1 < 0 * $(A, h> < 0, and g(A) 
# 0. In other words hi E K* * hi E K,+, and N,,, CR,. The rest of the 
conditions of Theorem 6 are clearly satisfied. n 
EXAMPLE 1. Choose 4(a, p) = - 1; that is, N+ = C. Then, 
Thus, N, satisfies r(V)- s(q) = 2. 
EXAMPLE 2. Choose the above $,(a,/%) to become +(a,P>; that is, 
r(Q)- s(Q) = 2. 111 addition, choose g(a)= 1 and ak(a,p)= 0 Vk > 1. 
Now, the iteration (10) yields 
which is the generalization presented in [8]. 
The above two examples demonstrate the effectiveness of the iteration 
(10) in constructing more M-transformable regions. 
4. TRANSFORMABILITY FOR INTERSECTION OF REGIONS 
Recall Definition 3, where N+ given by (2) is M-transformable. Now, we 
take K (not necessarily K,) and a Hermitian polynomial +((u,p), and con- 
sider the pair (K, $1. 
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DEFINITION 5. Let X CC, and the polynomial ~(cx,@) be Hermitian. 
We say that the pair (~,4) is M-transformable if for all n and all A,, . , 
A,EK, 
4(hi,hk) # 0 and [ - 4-1(~i,hk)]y,k_1 is p.s.d. 
REMARKS. 
1. N+ is M-transformable if and only if (N+, 4) is M-transformable. 
2. If (K, 4) is M-transformable, then K c K,. 
3. If (K, 4) is M-transformable and K 1 c K, then (K ,, 4) is M-transform- 
able. 
4. If (N,$,) and (N,&,) are M-transformable, then (N,, - +,42) is 
M-transformable. 
It is clear that if two regions are transformable, the root clustering 
criterion for the intersection is the union of the corresponding criteria. If we 
follow the proofs of the root clustering criteria for M-transformable regions 
[l, 91, we conclude at once that the transformability of the pair (X,4) plays 
for intersection of regions the same role as the usual transformability 
(Definition 3) does for K+. Th us, we have the following result. 
TIIEOREM 7. Let N, = il jNbt, where for each i, the pair (X n, $i> is 
M-transformable. Then u(A)c X, if and only if Vi, (yOC),, is p.d. A 
similar result holds for the matrix version (Theorem 4). 
In the same manner we define R-transformable pairs. 
DEFINUION 6. Let x c C, and the polynomial $J((Y, p> be Hermitian. 
We say that the pair (X,4) is R-transformable if there exists &(r,/3> 
Hermitian such that E(A, h) > 0 VA E C, and Va, p E X, 
- 
6) ~(LY, 0) + 0, and 
(ii> Re[$(cY, p)/5(Ly, p)l< 0. 
Similar to Theorem 7, we now have 
THEOREM 8. Let X, = fI jX+,, where for each i, the pair (X n, 4i> is 
R-transformable. Then a(A) C X n zf and only if Vi, CoefEq(v)l,, > 0. A 
similar result holds for the matrix version. 
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The above two theorems demonstrate the need for M-transformable and 
R-transformable pairs. Now, recall $((Y, p) given by (101. This polynomial is 
formed of even powers of $(a,p> with the exception of the leading power. 
This structure is needed for the proof of the Corollary to Theorem 6. If, 
instead of K+, we are interested in a transformable pair (K, 41, we can relax 
this structure. 
TIIEORESI 9. Let (N, 4) be an M-transformable pair, and consider 
lf ak(cx, /3) are Hermitian polynomials satisfying 
(i) Vk = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1, (L~(LY, /3) has the form Cbi(a%@), 
(ii) a,,(cz, PI = - c(crE(pX 
then ((N f~ x~), I/J) is M-transformable. 
Proof. If A,,..., A,, E KIN+, we have 
m - 1 
-$(Ai,Ai)= - U,(A,,;ii)[-~(Ai,Ai)]“‘- ~Co~,(ri,xi)[-~(Ai,xi)lk’ 
(12) 
Since Ai E N Vi and (K, 4) is transformable, it follows that - +(Ai, Ai) > 0. 
Since Ai E N+,, we have - 4(Ai,xi) > 0. From (i), ak(Ai,xi) Z 0 for k = 
O,l,. . , m - 1. Thus, from (121, - a,,(A,, xi)_> 0, and from (ii), C(Ai) + 0 Vi. 
The transformability of (K, 4) implies +(Ai, Ajl Z 0 Vi, j and [ - 4-‘(Ai, Aj)I 
> 0. Thus, we may write 
where 
m-1 Uk(Ai,hj) 
M(Ai,xj) = c (13b) 
k =O c(Ai) c(‘j) 
[ - ,#,-l(Ai,Aj)]‘rL-k. 
The structure of ak(Ai, Aj) and the transformability of (N, 4) imply, using the 
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Schur product, that [itfijI > 0. From (13a) 
Since - @(hi, ii) > 0, Ic(Ai)(’ > 0, and [- 4(A,,A,)]“” > 0, it follows that 
M(A,,A,) < 1. Thus, by Lemma 2 in [B] it follows that 1- Mij + 0 vi, j and 
[l/(1- M,,)]~~=, is p.s.d. 
Since 4(Ai,hj)# 0 Vi,j, it follows from (13a) that $(A,,Aj) + 0. Thus 
where “. ” is the Schur (term by term) product. Finally, since the three 
matrices in the right hand side of (14) are p.s.d., it follows that [ - $-‘(Ai, Aj)] 
is p.s.d. This completes the proof. n 
We now proceed to the construction of R-transformable pairs. 
THEOREM 10. Let (N,c#J) be an M-transformable pair, and consider 
21n-1 
~((y,p)=-~(~)c(p)[-~(~,P)]2”‘+ kFO ak(a>P)[-+(aTP)lk 
(15) 
with m >, 1. If Vk = O,l,. ..,2m - 1, ak(a!,P) is Hermitian of the form 
Cb,(a)b,(/3), then (H n N,, 4) is R-transformable. 
Proof. Using the ideas in the proof of Theorem 9, we replace (13a) by 
2m-1 ak(Ai,hj) 
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Then 
(18) 
where +,(A, i) 2 0 VA E C, and Vq p E KIN,, 41(~, p) z 0. 
Furthermore, from_ the proof zf Lemma 2 in [8] it is clear that IM(A,, xj)l 
< 1. Thus, Re[~(hi,hj)/~l(h,,Aj)l < 0, SO by Definition 6, (xn~,,$) is 
R-transformable. n 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the double hyperbola 
(r-t&:1-a2x2+b2y2<0}. 
In this case 
f ( ~,~)+a2(q2+b2(~)2 
up + b2 
=- 
4 
-(cy+p)2+ -&$I+ b’ap)]. 
Thus, define 
4(a>B)=a+p, (19) 
+(a,~) = - +2(w%+ -&(l+ b2@). (20) 
Let N be the left half plane. Then (K,4) is M-transformable (in fact, xg is 
M-transformable). Using Theorem 9, we see that (H f~ K,, I/J> is M-transforma- 
ble. Note that N n N, is the left branch of the hyperbola. Next, in the 
terminology of Theorem 7, the left hyperbola is given by 
2 
HII = n qpl, 
i=l 
(2la) 
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where 
N+, = left half plane, N,+* = double hyperbola. 
Since (K n,4i), i = 1,2, are M-transformable pairs, it follows that the root 
clustering criterion for the left hyperbola becomes that (q,,C),+, is p.d., 
i = 1,2. In the matrix version, we obtain at once (Corollary 2 in 181): 
COROLLARY 1. Let A E C” Xn, and consider the left hyperbola 
N,=((x+jy):l- ~2~2+b2~2<0}n{(~+jy):~<oj. (22) 
Then a(A)cK. $and only $ 
(i) given any Q = Q* > 0, the unique solution P = P* of (23) is p.d.: 
(ii) given any 6 = 6* > 0, the unique solution P^ = P^* of (24) is p.d.: 
At+eA*=-0. (24) 
Likewise, in the terminology of Theorem 8, the left hyperbola is given by 
2 




42((Y,P)=-b+P)2+-&p 4 (l+b”a@ (25~) 
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it+, is both M and R transformable (in fact, P-transformable). Also (N n, $iX 
i = I, 2, are R-transformable pairs (Theorem 10). Thus, for the matrix version, 
we obtain at once the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A E Vx”, and consider the lef hyperbola (22). Then 
a(A) c K n if and only if 
(i) Coef 171 -(A@Z + Z@x)] > 0, 
(ii) Coef (n+I)(A@Z+Z@~)‘-&(Z+bZ.A@~) >O. 
A slightly different version can be found in [l, Section 5.41. 
5. AN EXTENSION 
Before stating a more general theorem, we combine Remarks 3, 4 of 
Section 4 to solve an example. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let 4a(a, p) = (a + p)/2, and $I(@, p) = 4,&o, Z3) - 2. 
Since both &,(a, p> and ~J(Y, p) satisfy r(Q) - s(Q) = 2, it follows that they 
are both M-transformable. By construction, K+” c EI,,. Thus, using Remarks 
3, 4, the pair (K+~,&$,) is M-transformable. Now, in Theorem 9, set 
H = N&’ 4 =&jr&> and consider 9 = 4z4, + a/3. Since (K, 4) is M-transfor- 
mable, it follows from Theorem 9 that ((NnK$), $) is M-transformable. By 
construction, 
N={r+jy:r ‘CO}. 
The region Nn K+ is depicted in Figure 1. According to Theorem 7, a(A) C 
(K~K,) if and only if (9aC)+ and (90C),0 are both p.d. 
We are now ready to present our extension. 
THEOREM 11. ,bt (N, 4,) be M-transformable pairs, I= 1,2,. . . , L, and 
consider 
(26) 
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FK:. 1 
where pk,I are integers satisfying 0 G pk.1 =G POJ ’ Pl Vk. !f ak(cr, P) are 
Hermitian polynomials satisfying 
(i> Vk =1,2,..., m, ak((Y, p) has the form Ebi(G’)6i(p), 
(ii) a,(cw, /?I = - c(a)&p>, 
then ((N CI K $), $) is M-transformable. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 9. 
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